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ABSTRACT

In this paper, embedded system besed quantum encryption and deccryption using polarization is proposed. The
information data and encryption code is fed into quantum encryption where the data has been encrypted and then
passed to LED polarized in that the data is converted as photons and passed to the transmitter. At the receiver end,
LDR will be used as a detector for reproduction of electrical signal from light energy. LDR output has to be
decrypted using quantum decrypting code and got the original message receiver side. In proposed system, the
polarization state of a photon carries quantum encryption key (private key of user). In proposed system, property of
photons is used to error detection.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In qunatun key distribution, individula photons are used for the secure transmission between transmitter
and receiver. Quantum encrytion is an active research area. If photon travels in free space its polarization
state does not change, if air turbulence is negligible. However, if a photon travels in an optical fiber its
polarization state is subjected to changes. In this paper, quantum encryption and decryption is achieved by
exploiting the properties of quantum objects such as photons.

2. RELATED WORK

A. V. Gleim et al., (2016) quantum key distribution system based on the subcarrier wave modulation method
has been demonstrated. A passive unidirectional scheme used to compensate for the polarization dependence
of the phase modulators in the receiver module, which resulted in a high visibility of 98.8%. The system is
fully insensitive to polarization fluctuations and robust to environmental changes, making the approach
promising for use in optical telecommunication networks. Secure key rate and transmission distance achieved
by implementing the decoy states protocol or by optimizing the mean photon number used in line with
experimental parameters.

Jindong Wang et al., (2016) demonstrated a one-way polarization encoding quantum key distribution
(QKD) system. This approach can automatically compensate for birefringence and phase drift. This is
achieved by constructing intrinsically stable polarization-modulated units (PMUs) to perform the encoding
and decoding, which can be used with four-state protocol, six-state protocol, and the measurement-device
independent (MDI) scheme.

Feihu Xu et al., (2013) presented a feasible method for quantum key distribution (QKD) both ultra-
long-distance and immune to all attacks in the detection system. This measurement-device-independent
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QKD (MDI-QKD) is with entangled photon sources in the middle. By proposing a model and simulating a
QKD experiment, that MDI-QKD with one entangled photon source can tolerate 77dB loss (367km standard
fiber) in the asymptotic limit and 60dB loss (286km standard fiber) in the finite-key case with state-of-the-
art detectors.

LIU Xiao-Bao et al., (2008) introduced an intrinsically stable quantum key distribution system (QKD)
with six polarization states encoded by phase modulation. Six state QKD is proven to bear higher security
than a four state QKD system. As a result, proposed QKD system with six polarization states encoded by
phase modulation is worth of application in polarization-code QKD.

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM

LED sources are randomly polarized. In the proposed system, two types of polarization (set 0 and set 1)
with two different symbol set used respectively as plus, Y, cross and square. The oscillating angle or plane
of light from each point on the light source is time varying. Taken as a time average, therefore, randomly
polarized light sources continuously output multiple angles of polarization.Polarizers absorb incident light
oscillating in all but one plane, its polarization axis, yielding linear polarization. Light that passes through
two polarizers with orthogonal polarizing axes. Quantum encryption is done for secure data communication.
The relationship between input/output voltage and state is shown in below table 1.

Table 1

Symbol set Output values (in volts) Minimum Maximum

Zero Plus 2.71, 2.72 ………. 2.70 3.2

Y 2.75, 2.76, 2.77…….. 2.75 3.3

One Square 3.09, 3.1, 3.11…… 3.09 3.41

Cross 3.66, 3.67, 3.68, 3.69…. 3.66 3.55

In receiver side of proposed embedded system, encryption and polarization are carried out. In receiver
side of proposed embedded system, decryption and depolarization are carried out. Initially, data is encrypted
into bits of 0s and 1s. Photons used for the conversation of encrypted data into a polarized light between the
transmitter and the receiver. Photon in the polarized light is used to denote a single bit of data. In receiver side,
bit value (0 or 1) is decrypted by states of the photon such as polarization or spin. By proposed method
receiver send an encrypted data with photons to the receiver. The encryption and decryption are in the same
arrangements that consist of two polarizing device such as LED and LDR. This process is shown in figure 1.

4. ERROR DETECTION

Error detection is also possible by proposed embedded system. In error detection, photon’s state will be
changed if any try to measure or to decrypt the data. This change confirms that the received polarized light
will be changed. Both the sender and receiver detects that the message is interrupted.

Figure 1: Block diagram of proposed system
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4.1. Hardware setup

In hardware implementation, position of LED(Tx;) and LDR (Rx;)are shown in table 2 and table 3.

Table 2
Position of LED in hardware setup

LED
1

LED
2

LED
3

LED
4

LED
5

LED
6

LED
7

LED
8

LED
9

Table 3
Position of LDR in hardware setup

LDR
1

LDR
2

LDR
3

LDR
4

LDR
5

LDR
6

LDR
7

LDR
8

LDR
9

4.2. Pseudo code

Initiate serial port communication
——————————

Transmitter
execution calibration loop
select polarization set
enter the data
encrypted data
x = length of data
encrypted data = symbol set

Receiver
Select polarization set
if (received data length = = x)
receiver char is calculated
decrypt data

Loop: calibration

minimum value of plus
maximum value of plus
minimum value of Y
maximum value of Y
minimum value of cross
maximum value of cross
minimum value of square
maximum value of square

4.3. Receiver code flow

The main menu of receiver consist four options namely set voltage range, symbol set, receive data and exit.
The set voltage range is used for initial calibration. In calibration, minimum and maximum value of various
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symbol set is assigned. The symbol set is used for selecting polarization type (0 or 1). The receive data is
used to initiate receiver. Exit is used to close the transmitter.

4.4. Transmitter code flow

The main menu of transmitter consist three options such as set symbol set, transmit data and exit. The
symbol set is used for selecting polarization type (0 or 1). The transmit data is used to for transmit data by
quantum cryptography. Exit is used to close the transmitter.

5. IMPLEMENTED HARDWARE

5.1. Simulation setup

UART setup is required for interacting with the receiver, transmitter and Hyper terminal. USB address (for
both Transmitter& Receiver) is found by using dmesg in the terminal window. Connect the Circuit as per the
connection diagram as shown in figure 2. Change corresponding USB address in minicom-s. To communicate
on serial port in Linux, minicom is used. Minicom is a text-based serial port communications program. It is
used to talk to external RS-232 devices such as mobile phones, routers, and serial console ports.

5.2. Receiver

Initially, calibration is done for corresponding polarization set. Receiver mode is enabled.The data received
as output voltage ranges.

Figure 2: Implemented hardware
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5.3. Transmitter

Polarization set is selected. The data for transmission is entered. The encryption of data by qunatum
cryptography. Encrypted data is sent to the receiver.

Case 1: Set 0 and d = 1/X.

The calibration values and output voltage for case1 are shown in table 4 and table 5.

Table 4
Calibration values

         Symbol set Minimum Maximum

One Cross 3.33 3.41

Square 3.66 3.69

Table 5
Output voltage

Output voltage Symbol set

3.38 Cross

3.38 Cross

3.38 Cross

3.67 Square

3.38 Cross

3.67 Square

3.67 Square

3.38 Cross

Case 2: Set 1 and d = 1/X

The calibration values and output voltage for case2 are shown in table 6 and table 7.

Table 6
Calibration values

         Symbol set Minimum Maximum

One Cross 3.33 3.41

Square 3.66 3.69

Table 7
Output voltage

Output voltage Symbol set

3.38 Cross

3.38 Cross

3.38 Cross

3.67 Square

3.38 Cross

3.67 Square

3.67 Square

3.38 Cross
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Case 3: Set 0 and d = 2/X

The calibration values and output voltage for case 3 are shown in table 8 and table 9.

Table 8
Calibration values

         Symbol set Minimum Maximum

Zero Plus 2.7 2.85

Y 2.86 3.02

Table 9
Output voltage

Output voltage Symbol set

2.78 Plus

2.78 Plus

2.78 Plus

3.0 Y

2.78 Plus

3.0 Y

3.02 Y

2.78 Plus

Case 4: Set 1 and d = 2/X

The calibration values and output voltage for case 4 are shown in table 10 and table 11.

Table 10
Calibration values

         Symbol set Minimum Maximum

One Cross 3.09 3.16

Square 3.4 3.45

Table 11
Output voltage

Output voltage Symbol set

3.09 Cross

3.1 Cross

3.1 Cross

3.43 Square

3.1 Cross

3.44 Square

3.42 Square

3.1 Cross

Case 5: Set 0 and d = X

The calibration values and output voltage for case 5 are shown in table 12 and table 13.
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Table 12
Calibration values

         Symbol set Minimum Maximum

Zero Plus 2.94 3.0

Y 2.75 2.83

Table 13
Output voltage

Output voltage Symbol set

2.95 Plus

2.95 Plus

2.96 Plus

2.77 Y

2.95 Plus

2.77 Y

2.77 Y

2.95 Plus

Case 6: Set 1 and d =X

The calibration values and output voltage for case 5 are shown in table 14 and table 15.

Table 14
Calibration values

         Symbol set Minimum Maximum

One Cross 3.23 3.26

Square 3.48 3.55

Table 15
Output voltage

Output voltage Symbol set

3.24 Cross

3.25 Cross

3.25 Cross

3.55 Square

3.24 Cross

3.54 Square

3.54 Square

3.24 Cross

6. RESULTS

Distance between transmitter and receiver is considering as X. The proposed system is tested for transmit
data “fine” with encryption code “h” and the result is shown in figure 3.
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7. CONCLUSION

Proposed polarization based encryption and decryption is more secure communication in free space. In this
paper embedded system based quantum encryption and decryption using polarization is demonstrated.
Implemented hardware analyzed for three different transmission length (1/X, 2/X and 3). The proposed
system achieves long distance and free space secure communication. In proposed system, without any
quantum repeaters transmission is possible.
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